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Abstract. In the paper we show, based on the optimization approach to clustering, that clus-
tering with relational constraint and blockmodeling (of social networks) problems are essen-
tially special cases of the clustering relational data problem. An overview of the main results
in this field, some open problems and directions for the future research are presented.

1 Introduction

There are at least two known approaches to clustering relational data: the relation-
ally constrained clustering and blockmodeling. The first approach is based on at-
tribute and relational data, and the second only on relational data.

For constrained clustering, grouping similar units into clusters, based on at-
tribute data, has to satisfy some additional conditions. One of the ’classical’ con-
strained clustering problems is the regionalization problem: clusters of similar (ac-
cording to socio-economic development) geographical regions have to be deter-
mined such that the regions inside each cluster are also geographically connected.
A number of approaches to this problem have been prposed. The majority of au-
thors (e.g., Lebart, 1978; Lefkovitch, 1980; Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1982; Perruchet,
1983; Gordon, 1973, 1980, 1987; Legendre, 1987) solve this problem by adapting
standard clustering procedures, especially agglomerative hierarchical algorithms,
and local optimization clustering procedures, or by introducing penalties. The ge-
ographic contiguity is a special case of relational constraint. Ferligoj and Batagelj
(1982, 1983) first treated this clustering problem for general symmetric relations
and then for nonsymmetric relations. It is possible to work also with other, non-
relational conditions. Murtagh (1985) provides a review of clustering with symmet-
ric relational constraints. A more recent survey of constrained clustering was given
by Gordon (1996).

Another, closely related problem, is the blockmodeling of (social) networks. A
network consists of set of units and one or more binary relations on it. Blockmod-
eling seeks to cluster units that have substantially similar patterns of relationships
with others, and interpret the pattern of relationships among clusters. The origins of
social network analysis can be found in the social psychology of groups and at its
subsequent development in sociological and social anthropological studies of facto-
ries and communities (e.g., Moreno 1934, Lewin 1936, Warner and Lunt 1941, Hei-
der 1946, Bavelas 1948, Homans 1951, Cartwright and Harary 1956, Nadel 1957,
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Mitchell 1969). These first approaches to network decomposition concentrated on
graph theory notions such as connectedness, cliques or other ’strong’ substructures.

The main step towards today’s blockmodeling was done by Lorrain and White
in 1971 by introducing the notion of structural equivalence. Units are structurally
equivalent if they are connected to the rest of the network in identical ways .

It soon become evident that the structural equivalence is to stringent for real
networks. White and Reitz in 1983 proposed the regular equivalence as an attempt
to better capture the network structure: intuitively, two units are regularly equivalent
if they are equally connected to equivalent others.

Batagelj, Doreian and Ferligoj (1992) treated blockmodeling as a clustering
problem with the criterion function measuring the departures of obtained blocks
from ideal blocks for a selected type of equivalence. An appropriate generalization
of the equivalence idea is one where each block, of a particular partition, is free to
conform to a different equivalence idea. This led Batagelj (1993, 1997) and Dor-
eian, Batagelj and Ferligoj (1994) to the definition of several types of connection
inside and between the clusters, or in another words, different types of ideal blocks.
In Batagelj (1997) and Batagelj, Ferligoj and Doreian (1998) they proposed a new
type of relational constraint – pre-specified models.

2 Constrained clustering problem

Let
�����
	 ��� 	 ��
���
��� 	���� be a finite set of units. Its nonempty subset ��� � is

called a cluster. A set of clusters � ��� ��� � forms a clustering.
The clustering problem ��� �������! #"�$ can be expressed as follows (Ferligoj and

Batagelj, 1982, 1983):
Determine the clustering �&%(')� , for which� �*� % $ � �+ #",.-0/ � �*� $
where � is a set of feasible clusterings and �21 �23 IR 45 is a clustering criterion
function. We denote the set of minimal solutions by 6  #" �*� ���7$ .

Let us introduce some notions which are needed in the following.
The clustering � is a complete clustering if it is a partition of the set of units

�
.

We shall denote by 89� � $ the set of all complete clusterings of
�

. Two among them:<; �0�
=9� 1 = ' �!� and > ; �?�&� deserve to be denoted by special symbols. The
set of feasible clusterings � can be decomposed into “strata” (layers)�+@ �A� �B'C� 1D
EGFIH �*� $ �KJL�

Usually the criterion function � ��� $ has the form:

P1s. � �*� $ ��MNO-0,QP �*� $ , or

P1m. � �*� $ � �&ESRNO-0, P �*� $
where
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P2. P �T� $�UWV , and

P3. X = ' � 1 P � �
=9� $ � V
Such a criterion function is called simple. The function P �T� $ is a cluster error func-
tion and expresses the error (tension) produced by fusing units from � into a cluster.
Using some algebra (ordered monoids) conditions P1s and P1m can be generalized
to a single condition.

Let Y 1 � 3[Z be a function that assigns a value to each unit (descriptions of
units - can be vector of values of attributes or some other structure). For a selected
dissimilarity \ defined on Z we determine a dissimilarity matrix ])^ �B_ \0`badcfe�ghe
where \ji
k � \l�TY�� 	 $m� YL�on $�$ . Using it we can define several cluster error functions.
For example

P �*� $ � pD
EGFIH �T� $ Miq k -Nsr it�k \ji
k
or P �*� $ � �&EGRiq k -Nsr it�k \0i?k

For almost all criterion functions used in applications, it holds also:

P4s. P �*� �Ou � � $vU P �T� � $xw P �T� � $ , or

P4m. P �*� � u � �?$vUW�&ESR � P �T� ��$m� P �T� �?$�$ .
For a simple criterion function satisfying also the appropriate condition 4, it holds
for

Jzy|{
: X}�~'�8 @G� ����'B8 @ 4 ��1Q� �*��� $���� �*� $ . Since � �*� $�U�V and� � : $ � V , it holds that

: '�6  �" �T8 ���7$ . To avoid this trivial problem we usually
introduce the obvious constraint – we restrict the problem to 8 @ , where

J
is a given

number of clusters.

2.1 Clustering with relational constraints

Suppose that the units are described by attribute data Y 1 � 3[Z and related by a
binary relation ��� �B��� that determine the relational data� � � � � � � Y $

The relation � is often described by the corresponding binary matrix � �_ � i
k?c�evg�e where � i?k �<� p 	 ��nV�������
F��b f���
Generally, the set of feasible clusterings for this type of constraint can be defined

as: ���T� $ ��� ��'�8 : each cluster ��'C� is a subgraph �T� � �W��� � � $
in the graph � � � � $ with the required type of connectedness

�
We can define different types of sets of feasible clusterings for the same relation �
if it is nonsymmetric (Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1983). Some examples of clusterings
with (nonsymmetric) relational constraint � � ��� $ are
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type of clusterings type of connectedness� � ��� $ weakly connected units� � ��� $ weakly connected units that contain
at most one center�O j��� $ strongly connected units�s¡¢��� $ clique�O£j��� $ the existence of a trail containing
all the units of the cluster

A center of a cluster � in the clustering type � � ��� $ is the set of units ¤��B� iff
the subgraph induced by ¤ is strongly connected and �!��¤ $ �9�*�¦¥Q¤ $ � V where�+�T¤ $ �A� n 1 � 	 '§¤ 1 	 �(n � .
2.2 Solving constrained clustering problems

With few exceptions the clustering problem is too hard to be exactly solved effi-
ciently (Garey and Johnson, 1979; Shamos, 1976; Brucker, 1978). Therefore, ap-
proximative/heuristic methods have to be used. Among these, agglomerative (hier-
archical) and local optimization (relocation) methods are the most popular.

Usually, for clustering problems, the neighborhood relation for local optimiza-
tion is determined by the following two transformations: moving a unit

=
from clus-

ter �d¨ to cluster ��© (transition); and interchanging units
=

and ª from different
clusters � ¨ and � © (transposition).

If the constraints are not too stringent, the relocation method can be applied di-
rectly on � ; otherwise, we can transform (penalty function method) the problem to
an equivalent nonconstrained problem �T8 @ �¬«&���! �"�$ with « �*� $ � � ��� $?w!¯® ��� $
where 9°±V is a large constant and® �*� $ � � V �b��� $°WV otherwise

There exist several improvements of the basic relocation algorithm: simulated an-
nealing, tabu search, . . . (Aarts and Lenstra, 1997).

In a multicriteria clustering problem �*� �¬� � �¬� � ���
�����¬� @ ���! �"�$ we have several
criterion functions �¯²I��³ � p ���
���m� J over the same set of feasible clusterings � , and
our aim is to determine the clustering �´'µ� in such a way that �s² �*� $ 3 �+ #" ,³ � p ���
���m� J � For these problems we usually try to identify clusterings from the set
of Pareto efficient clusterings: a clustering is Pareto efficient if it cannot be improved
on any criterion without sacrificing on some other criterion. A multicriteria cluster-
ing problem can be approached in different ways (Ferligoj and Batagelj, 1992). The
direct approach is to apply repeatedly local optimization combined with a sieve, fil-
tering out Pareto clusterings. It can be solved also by using constrained clustering
algorithms where a selected criterion is considered as the clustering criterion and
all other criteria determine the (optimizational) constraints. And conversely: a con-
strained clustering problem can be transformed to a multiciteria clustering problem
by expressing the deviations from constraints by penalty functions.
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For some problems the dynamic programming approach can be used (Batagelj,
Korenjak and Klavžar, 1994; Lebbe and Vignes, 1996). Some other optimizational
approaches for solving constrained clustering problems can be found in Klauer
(1994) and Hansen, Jaumard, and Sanlaville (1994).

Existing methods for solving constrained clustering problems are at least of or-
der ¶!� { � $ , { is the number of units. Therefore they can be used only for datasets of
moderate size (up to some thousands of units).

The relationally constrained clustering methods are implemented in program
package CLUSE: HICLUR – hierarchical clustering, and CLUDER – local opti-
mization (Batagelj 1981).

3 Blockmodeling

A clustering � partitions the relation � into blocks�!�*�·� � �d¸ $ � �����v� � �d¸
Each such block consists of units belonging to clusters �b� and �d¸ and all arcs lead-
ing from cluster ��� to cluster �d¸ (see upper part of Figure 1). If ¹ �»º

, a block�+�*�v� � �·� $ is called a diagonal block.

m m

Ci Cj

axy

x

y

T ?

a ?

Fig. 1. Blockmodeling scheme.

The goal of blockmodeling is to reduce a large, potentially incoherent network
to a smaller comprehensible structure that can be interpreted more readily. Block-
modeling, as an empirical procedure, is based on the idea that units in a network can
be grouped according to the extent to which they are equivalent, according to some
meaningful definition of equivalence.
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Fig. 2. Types of connection between two sets; the left set is the ego-set.

A blockmodel consists of structures obtained by identifying all units from the
same cluster of the clustering � . For an exact definition of a blockmodel (see Fig-
ure 1) we have to be precise also about which blocks produce an arc in the reduced
graph and which do not, and of what type. Some types of connections are presented
in Figure 2. A block is symmetric ifXs� 	 � n $ ')�v� � �O¸ 1 � 	 ��n�¼´nv� 	 $
Note that for nondiagonal blocks this condition involves a pair of blocks �!�*� � � � ¸ $
and �+�*� ¸ � � � $ .

Let ½ be a set of positions or images of clusters of units. Let ¾ 1 � 3¿½ denote
a mapping which maps each unit to its position. The cluster of units �!� ³�$ with the
same position ³ '§½ is�!� ³�$ � ¾sÀ � � ³�$ �Á�?	 ' � 1 ¾d� 	 $ � ³ �����¾ $ �Á� �!� ³�$�1³ ')½ � is a partition (clustering) of the set of units

�
.

A blockmodel is an ordered sextuple Â � ��½ �¬®)��Ã��¬«!��ÄO��s$ where:Å ½ is a set of positions (types of units);



Clustering Relational Data 7Å ® �±½ � ½ is a set of connections;Å Ã is a set of predicates used to describe the types of connections between dif-
ferent clusters in a network. We assume that nul ' Ã .Å a mapping Ä�10® 3 Ã ¥ � nul

�
assigns predicates to connections;Å « is a set of averaging rules. A mapping Æ1v® 3 « determines rules for

computing values of connections.

A (surjective) mapping ¾ 1 � 3Ç½ determines a blockmodel Â of network� � � � � � $ iff it satisfies the conditions:Xs� ³È��ÉÊ$ ' ®Ë1GÄ � ³È��ÉÊ$ �T�!� ³�$m� �!� ÉÊ$�$ , andXs� ³È��ÉÊ$ 'C½ � ½W¥ ®Ì1 nul �T�!� ³�$m� �!� ÉÊ$�$m�
The reduced graph can be presented by a matrix Í , called also image or model

matrix. Î �Ï¸ � type of block �!�T� � � � ¸ $
Let Ð be an equivalence relation over

�
and

_ 	 c �<� nC' � 1 	 Ð�n � . We say
that Ð is compatible with Ã over a network

�
iffX 	 � n�' � �hÑ ' ÃB1 Ñ � _ 	 c � _ njc $È�

It is easy to verify that the notion of compatibility for Ã �A� nul � reg
�

reduces to the
usual definition of regular equivalence. Similarly, compatibility for Ã �A� nul � com

�
reduces to structural equivalence.

For a compatible equivalence Ð the mapping ¾ 1 	KÒ3 _ 	 c determines a block-
model with ½ ; ��Ó Ð .

3.1 Optimization approach to blockmodeling

The problem of establishing a partition of units in a network in terms of a selected
type of equivalence is a special case of clustering problem.

One of the possible ways of constructing a criterion function that directly re-
flects the considered equivalence is to measure the fit of a clustering to an ideal
one with perfect relations within each cluster and between clusters according to the
considered equivalence.

Given a set of types of connection Ã we can introduce the set of ideal blocks for
a given type Ñ ' Ã byÔ �*� � � � ¸Õ Ñ $ �Á��Ö �±� � � � ¸ 1 Ñ � Ö $ �
Using Table 1 we can efficiently test whether the block �!�*�b� � �d¸ $ is of the type Ñ ;
and define the deviation ×h�T��� � �d¸ Õ Ñ $ of a block �+�*�v� � �d¸ $ from the nearest ideal
block. For example×h�T� � � � ¸0Õ reg $ �ÙØ � � ØSÚ � Ø � ¸ ØSÛ�Ü ¸ $Ýw Ø � ¸ Ø�Ú � Ø � � Ø�Û�� � $
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Table 1. Characterizations of types of blocks.

null nul all 0 Þ
complete com all 1 Þ
row-regular rre each row is ß -covered
col-regular cre each column is ß -covered
row-dominant rdo à all 1 row Þ
col-dominant cdo à all 1 column Þ
regular reg 1-covered rows

and 1-covered columns
non-null one à at least one 1Þ except may be diagonal

where
Ü ¸ is the number of non-zero columns, and

� � is the number of non-zero rows
in the block �+�*�v� � �d¸ $ .

We combine block-deviations into a total error – blockmodeling criterion func-
tion � �*�á��¾ $ Õ Ã+$ � Mâ ² q ãåä -jæ g æ �! #"ç -0è ×h�*�!� ³�$m� �!� É($ Õ Ñ $È�
For the proposed types from Table 1 it is possible to construct a criterion function� such that� �*�á�o¾ $�$ � V ¼´¾ is an exact blockmodeling

The obtained optimization problem can be solved by local optimization. Once
a partitioning ¾ and types of connection Ä are determined, we can also compute
the values of connections by using averaging rules. For further details see (Batagelj
1997).

The pre-specified blockmodeling starts with a class of blockmodels Â specified
(constraints!), in terms of substance, prior to an analysis. Given a network, a set of
ideal blocks is selected, a reduced model is formulated, and partitions are established
by minimizing the criterion function (Batagelj, Ferligoj, Doreian, 1998). The pre-
specified blockmodeling is supported by the program MODEL 2 (Batagelj, 1996).

A special class of blockmodeling problems are symmetric-acyclic decomposi-
tions (Doreian, Batagelj, Ferligoj, 1998) for which also an algorithm for large net-
works was developed.

4 General problem of clustering relational data

Can the clustering with relational constraint and blockmodeling problem be gener-
alized to a common problem?

The relationally constrained clustering problem with simple criterion function
considers only the diagonal blocks that should be of one of the types � � ��� $ . It also
takes into account the dissimilarity matrix on units (derived from attribute data).
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The blockmodeling problem deals only with relational data. The proposed opti-
mization approach essentially expresses the constraints with a penalty function.

Both problems can be expressed as special cases of a clustering problem with a
general criterion function of the form

G1s. � ��� $ � Mâ NLé q Nlê ä -0, g ,�ë �T� � � � � $ , or

G1m. � �*� $ � �&ESRâ Nåé q N�ê ä -0, g , ë �*� � � � � $
and

G2. ë �*� �S� � �?$vUWV
The set of feasible clusterings �.@h�T� $ for this problem is determined by the relation� and additional requirements, such as:Å the blocks should be of selected typesÅ the model graph should be of specified form (prespecified)Å selected units should / should not be in the same clusterÅ selected unit should / should not be in the selected cluster

4.1 Approaches to the problem

There are different types of relational data (valued networks). In the following we
shall assume � � � � � � � Y �¬ìm$
where Y 1 � 3ÌZ assigns a value to each unit and ìS1 �Á3 Ö

assigns a value to each
arc (link) of � . Z and

Ö
are sets of values.

The function ì determines a matrix í ��_ ì �Ï¸ c � g � , ì �î¸ ' Ö u � V � and ì �î¸ � V if
units ¹ and

º
are not connected by an arc.

There are two main approaches to solve the problem of clustering relational
data:Å Indirect approach: transformation to standard data analysis problems;Å Direct approach: formulating the problem as an optimization problem and solv-

ing it.

Indirect approach. A ’scenario’ for the indirect approach is to transform at-
tribute data Y into dissimilarity matrix ï�^ and network data ì into dissimilarity ma-
trix ï&ð and build criterion functions � ^ and � ð based on them (they can be defined
also directly from Y and ì ). Then we apply the multicriteria relationally constrained
clustering methods on these functions. We can also first combine ï ^ and ï&ð into a
joint matrix ï ^ ð and apply relationally constrained clustering methods on it.

In a special case, when ï�ð is defined as some ’corrected’ dissimilarity (see
Batagelj, Ferligoj, Doreian, 1992) between descriptions ñ�� 	 $ �ò_ íó� 	 $m� í ç � 	 $ c ,
the relational data are built into ï ð and we can apply on the combined matrix ï�^ ð
all standard methods for analysis of dissimilarity matrices.
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Direct approach. Again there are different possibilities:

1. Structural approach: used in program MODEL (Batagelj, 1996): Important is
the structure (relation). Determine the best clustering C and the corresponding
model. On the basis of Y , ì and the obtained model compute values of model
connections.

2. Multicriteria approach: construct two criterion functions: one based on val-
ues, the second based on structure. Solve the obtained multicriteria problem
(Ferligoj, Batagelj, 1992).

3. Implicit approach: the types of connections are built into the criterion function
combined with values.

Only the last approach needs some further explanations.

Implicit approach. Let Ð be an equivalence over set of units
�

, and Ã given types.
We construct on blocks deviation functions ×h�T� �G� � � Õ Ñ $m� Ñ ' Ã such that Ð is
compatible with Ã over the network

�
iffX 	 � n�' � � ×h� ���
� Õ Ñ $È� Ñ ' Ã�1 ×h� _ 	 c � _ njc Õ Ñ $ � V

Applying also an adequate normalization of × s we can construct a criterion function� � C $ � M`vq a - C �! �"ç -0è ×h� = � ª Õ Ñ $
Evidently, � � C $ � V ¼ C is compatible with Ã – all blocks of C are compatible
with Ã .

Some examples. Assume that Y and ì are transformed into a matrix ô �Ù_ Yõi?k
cfe�ghe ,Yji?k U�V . Then

×h� = � ª Õ nul $ � ö i - `vq k - a Y i
kØ =�Ø�Ú0Ø ª Ø�Ú �&ESR � Y i
k�÷� V!1 	 ' = � n�'�ª �
×h� = � ª Õ rdo $ � p Û �&EGRi - ` ö k - a Yji?kØ ª ØGÚ �&ESR � Y¢i?k ÷� V�1 n�'�ª �
×h� = � ª Õ cre $ � p Û ö k - a �&EGR i - `)Y¢i?kØ ª ØSÚ �&EGR � Y¢i
k ÷� V+1 	 ' = � n�'§ª �

If �&ESR in the denominator equals V also the fraction has value V .
5 Conclusion

In the paper we presented an overview of clustering with relational constraints and
blockmodeling problems. We showed that both problems are special cases of the
general clustering of relational data problem. For this problem we proposed some
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possible approches to solve it. The software support along these lines is still to be
developed. Of special interest are methods for clustering large relational datasets.

The proposed general clustering of relational data problem provides a frame-
work in which several new types of clustering problems can be defined, studied and
solved. Perhaps, also other multivariate methods can be extended to analyse such
data.

Some related papers are available at
http://vlado.fmf.uni-lj.si/pub/cluster/
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